
WELCOME SPRING!

Happy Spring Season Everyone! We would 
like to wish you all colorful, beautiful and 
sunny days ahead! Hoping for better days 

to come!!





Hooray! We never notice how time and days pass by like a Flash! Our little ones’ development is similar to the 
cycle a butterfly; it starts from a little egg to worm and cocoon, then a little butterfly grows ready to start its 
life. Our days are filled with moments that serve as ladder of success, every day. We have fully reached our 
letters of the ALPHABET, NUMBERS from 1-10, counting and singing daily, naming objects and a lot of 
improvements in English communications, amazingly! We keep moving a little advanced in our coloring of 
pictures and images and  enjoyed our pre writing skills. Thus in writing, we seem so promising and still in 
progress. Our class has been in the enormous kingdom of discovering animals and their habitat. Animals live 
on LAND, WATER and AIR, and in order to show a demonstration of this, our little students bring stuffed toys 
and share them with the class. 
Lately we have been hanging a lot in the playground and enjoying the beautiful sunny days. We dig and pretend 
to plant trees. The exploration of nature made them imagine how plants and trees grows at the same time 
watching birds, butterflies and other insects. Our sharing and caring virtues are very alive as everyday we 
come and play with each other. Ms. Vina and I receive lots of love and flowers by our caring little ones. We are 
so grateful for them! Dear parents, we extend our warm thanks for the flowers received on Teacher’s Day, an 
epitome of kind behavior. We wish to surprise you more in the last few days!!!

PRE-K1 AMAZING CLASS!!!





 This month we welcomed spring! We learned about the four 
seasons and the changes we see in our world as each season takes its 
turn. Since it's now spring, we celebrated the many beautiful things it 
brings in its wake - flowers, baby animals, rainbows, and sunny days. It 
was fun and messy doing experiments like our little rain cloud in a jar. 
We played in our small world sensory spring garden, made a big 
rainbow sun catcher and added a cherry blossom tree to our seasonal 
tree wall display. We have continued to learn about what makes a word 
rhyme, and have added new poems and songs to our repertoire. Rainbow 
Fish was our special story this month, it teaches us about sharing and 
happiness. We sang lots of fishy songs, got absorbed in water play and 
one of our favorite activities was making a calm or stormy sea with a 
big sheet. We learned about repeating patterns. We have used a wide 
variety of things to make our up our AB, ABB, and ABC patterns.  

 Preschool 2 with Ms. Jenni 





March 
Kindergarten

“Good 
Attitude”

“Team
Work”

In the bright days of March 
we celebrated Summer Day 
and Nevruz Day!

The children have 
enthusiastically 
started to read!



In Math the pupils have learnt about 2 Dimensional and 3 
Dimensional shapes.

In Science they have learnt about Sound, Light and Heat Energy. 

In English Skills the superstars have started to read the book Kit, 
learn new vocabulary and recognize new words.

In English Domain the little buddies have started to learn about 
Native Americans and their ways back in the day!

Gjuha Shqipe – Kane mesuar germat e tjera te alfabetit, dhe
kane animuar ngjyrat e semaforit.



First Grade News
with Ms. Juli & Ms. Lori



This is what we covered in all subjects during March:

In English Skills we’re Unit 5. The little superstars have become very good 

readers, by practicing and reading daily. In this unit hey were introduced to 

opinion writing and we wrote one as a class. Weekly book reports are helping 

them build fluency and build vocabulary. We are very proud of them. Keep up 

the great work first graders!

In Domain the kids were very excited to learn about astronomy and the history 

of Earth. They learned a lot about our Earth, the planets, the stars and the 

moon. Planet’s song was their favorite. Learning about dinosaurs and fossils 

caught their attention, and we also had fun “making” some fossils with play 

dough.  

In Math we finished chapter 8. The kids learned how to add, subtract  and 

solve problems with two digit numbers. We just started the new chapter 

“Measurement and Data”. The kids love to measure, compare and make 

graphs. 

In Science the superstars are learning about Earth’s resources, and how be 

careful and save those resources.



WELCOME TO

MISS ANA’S CLASSES



Grade 2 Math: 3-digit addition and subtraction & Money and time                       Grade 3 Math: Division facts and strategies
Grade 2 Science: Earth and its resources & All about Weather                                Grade 3 Science: Water and weather & Earth and its moon 

Happy Birthday dear Rion!  



Keep up the good work guys!  



“Play is often talked as if it were a relief from serious 
learning. But for children play is serious learning. 
Play is really the work of childhood.”

Fred Rogers



Happy Teachers’ Day! 
Thank you for being an absolute delight to work with! ☺



AIS ENGLISH NEWS WITH DR. LEE!! 

 

 

 



Mrs. Ariana’s 4th Grade Newsletter 

I am seeing so much progress in my students. Their increase in capacity to accomplish their 

academic work and improve their decision-making skills in all areas is helping them find 

success. I am so proud of them. I am proud of the way they are treating one another, the way 

they are setting and meeting goals, the way they are willing to accept responsibility and the way 

they are problem solving both academically and socially. I hope that you know how much I care 

about your children, not just as students but also as the wonderful people that they are.



● Math:  Students will understanding that whole number addition and subtraction to 

fractions. Everything that they know to be true of addition and subtraction with whole 

numbers now applies to fractions. Addition is finding a total by combining like units. 

Subtraction is finding an unknown part. Implicit in the equations 3 + 2 = 5 and 2 = 5 – 3 is 

the assumption that the numbers are referring to the same units.

● English: In this unit, students apply the research they have completed (in Unit 2) about 

their expert animal and its defense mechanisms in order to write a narrative about their 

animal. Students will write a choose-your-own-adventure narrative about their animal for 

their performance task for this module. Throughout the unit students work on the their 

narratives by writing the introduction and first choice ending. Then as an on demand end of 

unit assessment, they write the second choice ending for their narratives. Finally, they 

combine these choices to complete their performance task and publish their choose-your-

own-adventure narratives.

● Science: In Science students have learned the properties of matter and the three states of 

water. 

This Month’s Curriculum Focus:



Spring is in the air today. This is the time of year when we get to watch the Earth come back to life with the 

greens and vibrant colors blooming all around us. The warmth of the sun fills us with energy and enthusiasm to 

be outside. It is my goal to bring all of this color and energy into our work here at the school.

English Research Project



We had a lot fun at the beginning of March, we celebrated

Amla’s, Luc’s and Temirlan’s 10th Birthday! Happy and Health Birthdays!







 

 

 
Grade V 

 
In fifth grade Science we talked 
about the processes of 
weathering, erosion & 
deposition, and how they shape 
our planet’s surface. We 
introduced the concept of 
tectonic plates and the 
fundamental driving principle of 
geology: Continental Drift. We 
also discussed Minerals and 
Rocks (Igneous, Sedimentary & 
Metamorphic) and the Rock 
Cycle. 

 

 

Welcome Spring! 

Grade VIII 

 
The eighth graders were just 
introduced to the elementary 
concepts in science, such as 
reference frame, position, 
velocity, acceleration, force, 
weight, Newton’s three laws of 
motion, Archimedes’ principle, 
Pascal’s principle and so on. We 
also calculated the height of the 
AIS building by simultaneously 
proving Galileo’s insight that all 
objects near the surface of the 
Earth accelerate with at a 
constant rate, independent of 

their mass, of about 9.81 m/s². 

Grade VI & VII 
 

We started this semester into 
to anatomy. The children are 
being exposed to the 11 
systems in our body: the 
skeletal system, the muscular 
system, the cardiovascular 
system, the lymphatic system, 
the respiratory system, the 
digestive system, the 
excretory system, the nervous 
system, the endocrine 
system, the reproductive 
system & the immune system.  

SCIENCE 
NEWSLETTER 
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MATH Newsletter March 2021!!!

Grade 5: Since the first day of school and until now, grade 5 students have become more 
serious towards learning. They improved in learning and their behavior have gotten 
better. We finished the Dividing Decimals Chapter and now we have started the Fractions 
chapter. Grade Five. This is an interesting chapter for our students because we use real 
life examples. 

Grade 6: In grade 6 we finished the Ratio chapter and we started with the Integers. We 
learned how to order and compare Integers in number lines and we learned the 
definition of the absolute value, too. At the moment we are working in Writing and 
Solving Equations with one variable. 

Grade 7: This month we worked on Circle Finding Perimeter and Area of Circles and 
Semicircles. At the moment we are working with Percentages. The class is separated into 
two groups, ‘Regular and Advanced Math class’. I hope that by the end of the year, their 
grades will improve. 

Grade 8: This month the grade 5 students finished the Functions Chapter and we worked 
on Real Numbers and Pythagorean Theorem. Geometry is more exciting for the students. 
They work hard every day and are very motivated. 

Mr. Faik, Math Teacher. 





This month has been an exciting one. Spring is here so the weather is getting warmer 
and we only have one more trimester to finish the school year.

In 8th Grade Social Studies we have been talking about Imperialism and Colonialism. In 
7th Grade we have been talking about The American Revolution and the French 
Revolution. In 6th Grade we have been talking about The Enlightenment and the most 
important thinkers during this period in time.  

In 5th Grade we have been talking about Christianity and the Byzantine Empire.

 In 4th Grade we have been talking about The United States Constitution.  his month 
has been a 

March Newsletter                  Social Studies





ESL with Ms. Arjeta

Hello March

March has always been an exciting month. Everyone is full of the joys of spring and enthusiastic about the outdoor
activities that we do. During this month we had very interesting activities such as: Talent Show, Interview, Catch the Ball.
Talent Show: Each student wrote their own scripts and performed their talents. We had some very talented singers,
painters, jugglers, etc.
Interview: The students wrote their interviews. Each student would be a famous celebrity, public figure, etc. Then they
would answer to these questions and talk about their life. In these activities we were focusing on speaking and writing
skills. You can find the VIDEO of the performances on the AIS’s Facebook page.

Catch the Ball: It is an activity that we performed in order to practice the order of the adjectives. The Ss who caught the
ball would start with an adjective to describe a noun and throw it to someone else. The catcher had to follow the order of
the adjectives and add another one and so on.
Fables: Now we are learning about the fables. We know that they teach us valuable and important lessons. Our main focus
is analysing them but have fun at the same time.



Bellows College

Rehearsal for the French show 
with Ms Ines.

1



English Skills 2

During March second graders have been introduced to spelling 
alternatives for /u/: ‘u’, ‘o’, ‘ou’, ‘o_e’; /ee/: ‘ie’; and /ie/: ‘ie’, ‘y’, 
‘igh’.
They have worked on present simple forms of stative verbs and 
action verbs as well. 
The second graders have reviewed different parts of speech 
such as nouns, verbs and adjectives. 
Students have been introduced to the two parts of a sentence: 
the subject and the predicate. They have worked on identifying 
them in different sentences.

Striking a heroic pose



ESL with Ms. Besjana

Practising Present 
Continuous

Learning through 

games



ESL with Ms. Besjana

Healthy Food/Unhealthy Food Projects





1st Grade 

Filip

2nd Grade

Imir

4th Grade 

Luc

5th Grade  

Lorena

March
Winners

Teaching Students 

to Read 

and 

Think Critically

3nd Grade

Vanesa & Gent





April Upcoming Events:
• Monday, April 5th – No School, Easter Day.
• Friday, April 23rd – French Show
• Monday, April 26th – May 3rd – Spring Break 

Follow us:
Website: www.ais-tirana.org

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/aistirana

Instagram:
aistirana

http://www.ais-tirana.org/
https://www.facebook.com/aistirana

